
ABSTRACT 

This thesis directly continues my bachelor thesis titled “What and Why do we laugh 

with Jára Cimrman at”. The first, theoretical part, sums up the observation of the poetics of 

the plays of Jára Cimrman Theatre and subsequently proves them through interpretation of 

the last play of Smoljak & Svěrák called “České nebe”. The first two chapters provide the 

theoretical base of knowledge for the four-hour-long lesson based on “České nebe” itself. 

Both these chapters mainly focus on the used humour and the character of Jára Cimrman, 

the Czech national genius, but also on related topics such as mystification, space-time, 

Czechness and composition. 

The second part of the thesis is then the main one which brings the theory into 

practice. “České nebe” as a play offers an enormous didactic potential which can be used 

to verify and deepen one’s literacy. The didactic part includes a complex preparation for 

four lessons, for which it provides a basic introduction of Jára Cimrman Theatre and a 

summary of comedy techniques used by this theatre, which have a strong emphasis on 

parody. Mainly, though, it provides a brief insight into the opinions, values and the 

culturally-historical knowledge of a today’s adolescent. The students had a chance to elect 

their own Czech heaven committee in their class and, by doing so, also express their 

opinions on patriotism, Czechness, national traditions and the future of Czech as a 

language. A major part of the thesis reflects the course and the consequences of this 

didactic experiment. The end of the thesis then suggests and proposes changes for future 

sessions and presents other ways in which it would be possible to work with “České nebe” 

as a play at schools. 

This thesis provides not only a complex preparation with all the necessary texts and 

detailed layouts of a lesson but also a reflection which enables teachers - even though 

every class is, of course, different – to make their work significantly easier and prepare for 

at least some of the difficulties he might encounter. 

 


